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Manufactured in the European Union

NET WEIGHT

100%

ECONOMIC
COMPACT
HIGH PERFORMANCE

Extra
small,
extra
smart.

GROSS WEIGHT
DIMENSION PACKAGING
VOLUME PACKAGING
SECTORS OF ACTIVITY

12 Kg (10 Kg Balança)
15 Kg
47 x 44 x 44 cm
0,091 m³

SUSPENSION
MODEL

CHARACTERISTICS

MODEL

·· 12.1” LCD touch screen, with projected capacitive technology
·· 2nd 12.1” Monitor
·· Intuitive and user-friendly graphic interface
·· Processor Freescale i.MX6 1GHz (Cortex™-A9 MPCore™)
·· Flash storage 4GB eMMC
·· Memory RAM 512MB DDR3
·· USB Port (DC:5 / S:2)
·· RS232 Port (DC:1 / S:0)
·· Connection to cash drawer. (DC:1 / S:0)
·· Ethernet Port 10/100Mbps (1)
·· Wi-fi 802.11 a/b/g/n
·· Bluetooth 4.0/BLE
·· Deep plate and all the options available for other suspension
scales
·· Possibility of using 3 types of paper in the resident printer:
Continuous paper, self-adhesive paper and labels
·· Fully stainless steel construction

REFERENCE

15kg

20384070706E

w/ RFID 15kg

20384080706E

BM5 XS
SUSPENSION

OPTIONS
·· Wi-fi

20741010000A

·· Italian plate

20705140000E

·· Flat plate

12203150107B
2301

·· ETPOS - Labeling Module

CERTIFIED BILLING SOFTWARE - ETPOS 5
·· Available in several languages and for Windows, Linux and Android.
·· Configuration of multiple scenarios for enterprises/stores with store’s customization by working language, printing language, tax zone and currency
basis.
·· Operating mode configurable for registration with accounts, cards or tables.
·· Management of product items and product item families with automatic code creation, buttons customization and quick editing.
·· Product item references, static and dynamic composition of products, ingredients, supplements, attributes, observations and traceability
information.
·· Ability to set up to 4 price lines of product items and their implementation with an hourly basis.
·· Promotion management by price, amount and per product item families.
·· Customer management with price definition customization, customer discounts and current account management.
·· Supplier management with definition of payment conditions and current account management.
·· Sales management, purchases management and stock management.
·· Users management with different access levels, with or without password, permissions definition and attendance control, with time and users
reports.
·· Cash management per working session, cash inflows and outflows, money counting and cash validation.
·· Ability to use several means of payment simultaneously, applying discounts to the total bill amount or to a specific bill items, and converting
loyalty points into cash.
·· Set up tables up to 10 zones, with the ability to enable / disable zones keeping the configuration and definition of the price line per zone.
·· Partial payments, account division, account transfer and item transfer from tables to loyalty cards.
·· Print preview of documents, lists and reports..
·· Billing graphics with monthly, daily and hourly intervals and reports with filter customization..
·· Label editing and printing labels for sales or pre-sales.
·· TCP/IP network connection with distributed database that gives autonomy to terminals and diversity of multi-station scenarios, ensuring the
normal functioning of work and without loss of information.
·· Software certified by NMI Certin B.V. with No. TC8610, as part of a scale, in accordance with the requirements of EN 45501 and OIML R76-1, which
ensures compliance with the essential requirements of Directive 2009/23/EC the non-automatic weighing instruments.
·· Licensing by hardlock with option for yearly or lifetime subscription.
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